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The late FranGois Bordes died unexpectedly in 198 1, before he could provide any summary or 

interpretive assessment of his view of Paleolithic archeology, ofwhich he was one of the most 

widely read and travelled students. His book 7he Old Stone Age (McGraw-Hill, 1968) was the 

most widely used text on the Paleolithic while it remained even reasonably up to date, but the 

long awaited new edition was not to be. Bordes’ widow, Denise de Sonneville-Bordes, herself 

a leading specialist of the Late Paleolithic, has attempted to fill this gap partially by publish- 

ing three volumes ofwhat are essentially Bordes’ lecture notes from his courses at the Univer- 

sity of Bordeaux. They have been edited, but apparently not organized differently than for 

his classes. In most cases, the tone is that of a graduate seminar, alternating details of specific 

sites with broad generalities on industries. There is little or no definition ofterms, concepts or 

methods, and real synthesis is generally lacking as well. These volumes are not so much texts 

as guidebooks, but their itinerary is somewhat unclear. 

The first volume, on Quaternary geology, concentrates on those aspects directly related to 

prehistory. It begins with a brief transcription ofan interview with Bordes, who discusses his 

youthful attraction to prehistory and paleontology, his post-war thesis work in Paris (where 

Piveteau guided him away from paleontology into Pleistocene geology with Verneau), his 

founding of the Quaternary Research Institute at Bordeaux and some comments on the 

history and personalities of Paleolithic studies. The first main section of the book covers the 

basics of Pleistocene geology: glacial and periglacial features, marine phenomena, loess. 

terraces, fauna, flora, dating and stratigraphies. These reviews are too brief to be of much 

value, but Bordes did indicate at one point that his division of the “Riss” interval into three 

subunits was in his opinion correlated to isotopic stages 6-10, leaving the “Mindel-Riss” as 
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the equivalent ofstage 11. A similar conclusion was reached by Bowen et al. (1989) through 

aminostratigraphic correlation ofBritish “stages”, with the type Hoxnian estimated as stage 

9 and the Swanscombe interglacial terraces as stage 11. The bulk of the volume is a series of 

brief overviews of archeological sites and regional sequences, mostly in France: Somme and 

Seine valleys, many shelters in Perigord (most dealt with in more detail by Laville et al., 1980) 

and a selection of others. The final section reviews topics in “anthropological archeology”, 

such as climate, environment, hunting, burial practices and ritual behavior. 

Volume 2, the longest and perhaps most useful, reviews the European Paleolithic. Three 

main sections survey the industries, often on a site-by-site basis, of the Lower, Middle and 

Upper Paleolithic intervals. There is a strong tendency for the inferred stratigraphic age ofan 

assemblage to be given at least equal weight to its technology in determining its classification. 

For example, the Biache St-Vaast collection of “early Riss” age is grouped with the Lower 

Paleolithic without bifaces, although it seems more reasonable, given Bordes’ own typological 

indications, to have considered it a very early Mousterian, as did Tuffreau (e.g., 1982). 

Scattered among the brief details of specific industries are historical asides and 

anecdotes, such as that about Peyrony’s discovery of pre-Micoquian levels at La Micoque. 

He was dissuaded from terming this industry “Chellean” by Breuil, who happened to be in 

Les Eyzies then. But when Peyrony asked what the industry was, Breuil is said to have replied 

offhandedly: “Since the site is at Tayac, call the industry Tayacian”. One map indicates 

sites outside France and England, with five for the former (including a pair for the Perigord 

with severe labelling problems) and one of the latter. Each section concludes with a brief 

bibliography (and as with all the volumes, there is a full Bordes bibliography at the end). At 

the start of the Middle Paleolithic section, there is a description of Bordes’ quantitative 

methodology of typology, including examples of his data-collection sheets and a discussion of 

the limits and problems associated with this approach. The volume ends with two short essays 

on aspects of prehistoric interpretation, including the “New Archaeology”. 

Finally, volume 3 surveys the Paleolithic outside Europe regionally rather than tempor- 

ally. There is an understandable emphasis on those areas known best to Bordes, such as the 

Near East and the Maghreb, but sub-Saharan Africa is reviewed in some detail as well 

(especially a long section on Olduvai Gorge and Isimila in Tanzania). Asia gets somewhat 

shorter shrift, but Bordes includes some of his own views on the early prehistory of Australia 

and North America. 

Desmond Collins has taken a rather different approach in his Paleolithic Europe, attempting 

to integrate Pleistocene chronology, human paleontology and prehistory in an advanced 

textbook. The concept is laudatory, but the result is less than satisfactory. Following a 

good historical introduction, Collins begins to define a new typological framework with 

taxonomies ofboth artifacts and assemblages. Rather than utilizing J. G. D. Clark’s technol- 

ogical Modes I-V, Collins defines the alpha-lithic (core-tools dominant, thus Modes I & II), 

the beta-lithic (flake tools dominant, thus Mode III) and the lepto-lithic (blade tools 

dominant, Mode IV). The gamma-lithic is a subdivision of the beta-lithic with over 2571; of 

blade tools. Within these main divisions are a series of groups mainly named after pioneer 

workers (e.g., Leakey, Nicol, Bordes, Lartet) and in turn composed of assemblage types with 

two-letter names (e.g., HW, BB, OB) defined at length in several appendices but with no 

apparent mnemonic value. After a series of chapters on dating, fauna, human paleontology 

(not very well handled), settlement patterns and details ofsite assemblage evaluations under 

the new taxonomy are presented for the three main Paleolithic phases. No artifacts are 

illustrated (although a few types were mentioned in early chapters). Two topical chapters 
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consider the invasion of northern latitudes and matters of dwellings, art and social life. The 

book was privately published some years after being written, due to a publisher’s failure, and 

I do not like either the typeface or the binding, which has fallen apart after normal handling. 

The three Bordes volumes provide some insight into his approaches and views, but not 

enough to be of great value to contemporary scholars. Publication of more detailed treat- 

ments of some of his excavations is promised, but they have not yet appeared. A brief 

comparison of Bordes’ and Collins’ treatment of the European Paleolithic is somewhat 

disheartening. The former is extensively illustrated, but lacks any serious theoretical frame- 

work for analytical interpretation. The latter is all framework, which makes the work almost 

unreadable, as well as unillustrated. Gamble (1986) strikes at least a partial balance of these 

features, offering both description and analysis in a readable format. It is the best available 

solution for a real text or general reference in the field. 

ERIC DELSON 
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L’holution dans sa FIbalit et ses Diverses Modalith 

Edited by Maurice Marois (1988). Paris: Masson. 419 pp. 350 FF. Paperback. 

ISBN 2-225-81240-3. 

This volume contains the proceedings (complete with some transcribed discussion) of a 

symposium organized in late 1985 under the auspices of the Singer-Polignac Foundation, 

which brought together nineteen eminent, mainly senior scholars ofthe evolutionary process 

from France, the U.S.A. (2), Belgium (2), Japan (1) and the U.K. (1). The result is sixteen 

fairly technical papers on topics including cephalopod extinctions, the origins ofvertebrates 

and of mammals, population genetics, neutral mutations, alternative genetic codes, cave 

faunas, botanical parasitism, and evolutionary philosophies. By far the most common topic, 

however, and the one closest to our own hearts as readers of JHE, is primate and human 

evolution, with six chapters on which this review will concentrate. 

L. de Bonis and R. Hoffstetter review the evolution of primates in the Old and New 

Worlds, respectively. De Bonis surveys the Paleogene primates of Europe with numerous 

comparisons between plesidapiform adaptive modes and modern analogues. He places the 

parapithecids as early catarrhines, rather than archaic anthropoids, mainly on the basis of 

their dental facet X, but rejects a similar placement for Pondaungia on the same grounds. 

Examining Miocene hominoids vis-a-vis modern ones in an environmental framework, 
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de Bonis sees Dryopithecusas an ancestor ofAfrican apes in forested zones, Sivapithecus as an open- 

country ancestor oforangs and his Ouranopithecus as an open-milieu common ancestor for both 

Gigantopithecus and an Australopithecus-Homo clade. In this he misses the point that Ouranopithe- 

cus probably is linked to the pongines by derived features but to the hominines (including 

African apes) only by those primitive for Hominidae as a whole. His recent find of a partial 

face of this taxon (Nature 345, 1990, 712-7 14) appears to confirm my interpretation. 

Hoffstetter includes Plesiadapiformes (excluding Microsyopidae) as a primate suborder, 

appears to accept Rosenberger’s atelid/cebid classification of platyrrhines and surveys 

known fossils of that group, unfortunately without benefit of the recent revision of their 

geochronology [see Fleagle & Rosenberger (Eds) JHE 19 ( l-2), 19901. 

In a short note, Y. Coppens examines several aspects of earliest human evolution, includ- 

ing his hypothesis of a human-African ape divergence on opposite sides of the Rift Valley. 

J.-L. Heim compares the morphology and distribution of later H. erectus, Neanderthals, 

modern humans and intermediate fossils, especially in Europe. He devises a confusing new 

taxonomy in which populations that many would call “archaic Homo sapiens” are named H. 

erectuspresapiens; the Neanderthals and “archaic moderns” termed H. presapiens neanderthalensis 

and H. p. sapiens, respectively; and Late Paleolithic humans ranked as H. s. fossilis; the 

divisions among these taxa are intentionally left vague. H. and M.-A. de Lumley consider 

almost the same problem, describing the “Anteneanderthals” briefly and ranking all pre- 

Eemian humans as subspecific varieties of Homo erectus, while including the Neanderthals of 

Eemian and early Weichselian age as H. s. neanderthalensis. A counterpoint to these last two 

papers is W. W. Howell’s typically lucid and forward-thinking review of the Neanderthals 

and the origin of modern humans. The out-of-Africa view presented there (before the latest 

genetic and geochronological supporting evidence) is as clear and precise as any of the most 

recent statements on this subject. 

As is still common in French evolutionary studies, there is a bit too much para-evolutionary 

philosophizing in some sections. For example, in the editor’s introduction, Marois cites 

Piveteau on the change in direction of evolution since the advent of humans (p. 4): “The 

appearance of man is a cosmic event. Can we not think that we are led toward a second level 

of cerebralization and reflection, no longer individual but now anthropospheric.” This is 

readily counterbalanced, however, by the excellent paleontology and genetic papers. For 

example, F. Caron reviews work on the evolution of the genetic code and the indication 

that in several unicellular organisms there are significant differences in coding rules; Jarvik 

actually uses this among other evidence to suggest the general polyphyly of living from 

non-living (chemical) precursors. 

The unevenness ofquality and paucity ofillustrations render this volume less than the best 

of symposium proceedings, and the mixed French (11) and English (5) language of the 

papers limits the audience somewhat. Nonetheless, there are numerous excellent chapters 

brought together that would otherwise require perusal of several other symposia to find 

equivalents. As a sampling of the activity and diversity of opinion in modern (especially 

French) evolutionary and paleoanthropological studies, it serves a good purpose for graduate 

students and non-specialists. 
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